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A PROFESSOR'S SOLITARY JOURNEY THROUGH M EXICO A N D CENTRAL AME RICA
PROVI DES A FRESH V I EW OF A REGION FILLED WITH PARADOXES AND CONTRADICTIONS.

STORY A N D PHOTOS BY E R I K CHING

Miles: 9 , 1 23
Days: 61
Countries: 5 (Mexico, Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras

and Nicaragua)
Border Crossings: 1 1
Number of times stopped by police and mil itary checkpoints:

40 (at least)
SUCH ARE A FEW STATISTICS FROM MY TWO-MONTH
DRIVING TRIP THROUGH MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA
IN JULY AND AUGUST 2003. The main purpose of the trip was

to prepare for a study abroad program that I will lead in the spring
of 2004 with political science professor Cleve Fraser. A friend
mentioned that the trip was also a personal odyssey, but I naively
dismissed the idea.
The reactions of family, friends and Furman colleagues to my
plans to drive to Central America and back ranged from excitement
to trepidation to outright concern. They echoed my own feelings.
Although I am a historian of Central America and had either lived
in or traveled to most of the places on my itinerary, I had never
driven through the entire region - or tried to cover so much ground
in so little time. What would it be like to traverse the region alone
in a car?
The cities where we will be taking our students, which include
San Cristobal, Antigua and Havana, among others, are relatively
easy travel destinations. Most are old colonial centers that draw
a heavy tourist trade. But outside of these pockets are some of the
poorest areas in the Western Hemisphere, regions that u ntil the
early 1 990s were torn by civil conflict. As many as 250,000 people
died in the civil wars in Guatemala, El Salvador and Nicaragua in
the so-called "lost decade" between the late 1 970s and early 1 990s.
Those catastrophic events, and my desire to make sense of them,
led me to focus on the region during graduate school. This same
desire compelled me to create a study abroad opportunity for my
students.
Nevertheless, on June 27, 2003, at 8 a . m . , I was sitting in my
car in Brownsville, Texas, ready to cross into Mexico, and u nable
to avoid asking myself if this trip was really such a good idea.
I never planned to share my trip experiences in a written format
such as this. Yet here I am, contributing, in my own miniscule way,
.
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A doorway in Antigua, Guatemala. Previous page: A mural
at the National University in San Salvador, El Salvador celebrates
the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front as defenders
of the people during the 1 979-92 civil war.

I accept the form he hands me and proceed to fill it out. I make
a mistake with one letter in my name and mark through it. When
I hand him the form he notices the error. He tilts his head, emits
a loud sigh of exasperation, turns to his colleague and asks loudly,
"Can you believe this?" He turns back to me, gruffly demands my
passport and proceeds to fill out a new form on my behalf. As I
look over his finished product, I see that most everything is wrong.
My name is misspelled, and I have been converted into a 45-year
old married man who lives at a post office somewhere in North
Carolina. I accept the form with a smile and enter Mexico a new
man.
My first destination is Cuernavaca, a colonial-era city about
600 miles south of the border and an hour south of Mexico City.
My drive there, while uneventful, is stimulating in all its newness.
From my past travels I am at least prepared for the discrepancies
of the roads - erratic driving patterns, speeding Mercedes alongside
dilapidated 1 970s Toyota pickups, and road conditions that change
from excellent to miserable in an instant.
I am pulled over for speeding in Ciudad Victoria, about 1 50
miles south of the border. The officer tells me I was going 1 00
kilometers per hour in a 40-kilometer-per-hour zone. I didn't see
a speed-limit sign, and I won't see one until a half-mile past where
I am stopped. Fortunately, the officer is pleasant, and after inquiring
about the purpose of my trip he lets me go with a warning. This
will be my first of many encounters with the police and military over
the next two months.
My time in Cuernavaca is easy and rewarding. I spend most
of it with my contacts from the Center for Global Education (CGE),
based out of Augsburg College in Minneapolis. I'm trying to visit
each of their study centers, which we will be using in the spring.
to the historic tradition of American travelers/reporters who have
gone to Mexico and Central America and returned home to tell their
tales.
A good portion of my professional career has been spent study

MY NEXT DESTINATION IS SAN CRIST6 BAL DE LAS CASAS,
ANOTHER COLONIAL-ERA CITY SOME 500 MILES SOUTH OF
CUE RNAVACA. I decide to drop down to the Pacific coast and

ing the accounts of these travelers/reporters. I have found that for

take the coastal highway. I spend my first night along the way

every one that offers an enlightening, balanced view, many others,

in a small beach town north of Acapulco.

like Harry Foster's Gringo in Manana-Land ( 1 925), tout the supremacy

I select a small, beachfront hotel that happens to be owned

of the United States and the inferiority of Latin America. I knew that

by an American couple from North Carolina. He is a short, wiry

on this trip, as on my past trips, I would encounter many of the same

man in his mid-50s, with tightly cropped, graying hair and bright

things that inspired their gross generalizations. And I know, too,

blue eyes. He tells me that he and his wife bought the 1 0-room

that I view things through my own peculiar lens. The challenge

hotel from a Canadian two years ago. He also says they were

is to view them in a more complex light.
As it turned out, I didn't have to wait long.

under the illusion that the business would run itself and that they
would be able to sit back in a hammock and watch it happen. But
the place needed a lot of repairs. I am impressed with his tales

CENTRAL CASTING COULDN'T HAVE COME UP WITH
A BETTER CHARACTER THAN THE MEXICAN MIG RATION
OFFICER AT THE BORDER BETWEEN MATAMOROS AND
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of diligent work and slow, steady progress.
However, a more disquieting side to him emerges when he
begins talking to his Mexican staff. In his barely rudimentary Spanish,

BROWNSVILLE. He is a svelte man in his mid-40s, with dark,

he talks to them as a classic ugly American traveler, in repeated

ruffled hair, a tan shirt unbuttoned to his navel and the obligatory

and increasingly strident English. Somehow, with enough gesticu

mustache. There are six of us in the large room, and I am the only

lations, they manage to communicate. He then turns to me and

gringo, but we are following orders because he has been barking

says, "You see, it's a mental thing with these Mexicans. They don't

at each of us since we entered.

know how to work hard . " Apparently forgetting what he had told

me about his own initial plans, he then says, "All they want to do
is lie around in a hammock and watch time go by."
From that point forward, everything he says is laced with similar
references to Mexico and Mexicans. Listening to him is like watching
a train wreck, horrifying but difficult to ignore. I can't figure out why
someone with such disregard for a place would want to live here.
But when I ask him when he will be going home, he says, "Maybe
never. We like it here." I gather he and his wife sank everything
into the hotel in hopes that the spillover from Acapulco would increase
their property value.
AFTER TWO DAYS OF TRAVEL ALONG THE PACIFIC COAST
I TURN EASTWARD INTO THE MOUNTAINS OF CHIAPAS AND
EVENTUALLY ARRIVE IN SAN CRISTOBAL. I am here two

weeks and my experience is similar to that in Cuernavaca. I contact
the local CGE s.taff, enroll in conversation classes and live with
a local family. This is my first visit to San Cristobal, and although
I u nderstood it to be a heavy tourist destination, I had allowed my
interest in the region's troubled history and politics to color my
expectations.
San Cristobal's importance derives from its proximity to the
Zapatista movement. It was one of the four main towns the Zapatistas
occupied in their non-violent four-day uprising in 1 994. The Zapatistas
are primarily Mayan Indians who are demanding that the Mexican
government address the historic repression and inequality in the
region. Somehow I expected more of a politicized feeling in the
town, but it is filled with 20-something tourists running back and
forth between language school and outings at nearby tourist sites.
From San Cristobal, I spend the next two weeks in Antigua,
Guatemala, and San Salvador, El Salvador. I am much more familiar

Above, left to right: Andrea (7), Maria Jose ( 1 1 ) and Marcela (3) were
gracious hosts during the author's stay with their family in Antigua.
Below: Looking down at the crater of Pacaya, an active volcano in
central Guatemala. Note the people to the right of the steam cloud.

with these places, having lived in San Salvador for a year in the

Tete, however, has changed. Once a casual weight lifter,

mid-1 990s. My chosen route is the renowned Pan-American Highway

she has become a competitive body builder and has won numerous

that runs the length of the Central American isthmus. As I travel

competitions.

the highway I am continually struck by the natural beauty of the
region,-with its volcanoes and lakes.
I can't help but think of the contrast between this natural splendor

ONE CONSTANT SOURCE OF LEVITY THROUGHOUT THE
TRIP IS A ROAD SIGN THAT SHOWS U P EVERY 50 OR SO

and the human misery that occurred here in the 1 980s, when

MILES. It reads, " Obedezca las senates" (Obey the signs). I ' m

a campaign of virtual genocide was carried out against Guatemala's

sure t h e irony is lost on t h e various M inistries o f Public Works,

Indians, who live primarily in the volcanic highlands. Further south,

which are not known for their sense of humor.

in El Salvador and Nicaragua, the volcanoes and highlands became
free fire zones for an entire decade, when to simply live in those

I DEPART SAN SALVADOR ON A TWO-WEEK WHIRLWIND

regions was to be a military target. As I will come to discover,

TOUR THAT WILL TAKE M E THROUGH HONDURAS,

this sensation of paradox and contrast is a metaphor for my trip.
Antigua and San Salvador offer more of the satisfying same.
I attend language classes, live with local families and work with the

off Roatan Island in Honduras, then drive through the mountains

local CGE staff. I return to the gym where I had worked out nearly

of northwestern Nicaragua en route to Granada and Managua.

a decade ago and am struck by how little has changed. The same

My goal in Nicaragua is to develop programming related to the

woman who sat outside selling fruit from atop a wooden box is still

Contra War, in which the northwest was ground zero. It was here

there, with the same box. So too is "Chamba," the hulking but gentle

that "Contra" rebels funded by the U nited States (this was Oliver

trainer who seems to be at work every hour the gym is open.

North's moment of glory, or ignominy, depending on your perspective)

Chamba is in his mid-30s now, but he hasn't changed at all.

waged a campaign against the leftist Sandinista government that

Also i n the gym is Tete, a woman who used to work out at the

had come to power in 1 979. As in most such conflicts, civilians

same time I did. In one of my first conversations with her she told

suffered disproportionately. The Contras' basic strategy was to

me that her father was killed by a right-wing death squad because

prove that the Sandinistas were u nable to defend the lives of the

he was a journalist. We had many conversations after that, but she

citizenry.

never mentioned the war or her father again.
I have had similar conversations with countless Salvadorans.

Nicaragua has never really recovered economically from the
war, and by some measures it is the poorest country in the Western

The legacy of the war is ever present but rarely discussed. A

Hemisphere. The social needs are overwhelming, and the poverty

Salvadoran professor once told me he thinks the entire country

is more evident here than in El Salvador and Guatemala.

is suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder. "What else could

I visit a home for teen-age girls - 3 5 of them, ranging in age

happen," he asked me, "to a nation of five million people where

from 1 3 to 1 8. Most were subject to economic or family conditions

nearly 80,000 were killed, many tens of thousands more wounded

that put them at risk for abuse or prostitution.

and nearly one million displaced? We want to forget about it but
we can't. Everyone was affected by it."
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NICARAGUA, E L SALVADOR AND THEN BACK TO ANTIGUA.

I take five days to visit the Mayan ruins at Copan and snorkel

Indiana Acevedo, a Catholic lay worker, runs the home. She
is in her mid-50s and is committed to liberation theology, the branch

Left: Cows graze among the palm trees along the Pacific coast
of Mexico, near Puerto Escondido. Below: The author at the border
between Nicaragua and Honduras, waiting patiently once again
for his documents to be processed.

to have physical reactions to the sight of their orange cones in the
middle of the road and the line of cars pulling over to be inspected
by heavily armed officers. Almost to the last, they have been
courteous, but every so often they decide to take issue with some

of the Catholic Church that interprets scripture from the perspective
of social justice and adheres to the "preferential option for the poor."
Liberation theology has had a tremendous impact in Central America
during the past three decades, especially during the war years, and
Acevedo is a case study in the practical application of theological
belief. She is grounded in reality yet driven by idealism.
"Our work here," she says, "is but a small drop in an ocean of
need. But we as individuals have to do what we can. From small
seeds grow mighty trees." Through her sheer force of will, she
keeps the place open and gives these girls a chance. In the three
hours I am around her I find myself oddly affected, as if I am in the
presence of a saint.
I visit the home with a small delegation of activists and study
tour types from Spain and the United States. To welcome us, two
of the g i rls announce that they will perform a dance. Their musical
selection is Britney Spears' "Slave to Your Love." They proceed to
re-create her dance moves, complete with pelvic thrusts. It is an
unexpected but innocent performance. They do not understand the
words, and they are simply copying what they have seen on music
videos. The look on Acevedo's face reveals her surprise, but she
is not castigating. She simply smiles and refers to the "ongoing
cultural invasion from the north."
Over the next couple of hours the girls mingle with our group.
1 find them precocious and inquisitive, genuinely nice and polite.

They are proud of their rooms and grab many of us to come look
at them. Three roommates, Jenny, Ruth Esther and Belen, sequester
me. Based on their wall hangings, their cultural reference points
range from Winnie the Pooh to Barbie to Christina Aguilera. They
are anxious to have their pictures taken and insist that I use the
rest of my film on them. Eventually everyone gathers to eat water
melon and dance to salsa music.
These g i rls have put a very human face on the misery in the
streets. Accident of birth is the only difference between them and
the teen-age girls back home in South Carolina who will soon be
my students at Furman.
DESPITE MY OVERWHELMINGLY POSITIVE ENCOUNTERS,
ESPECIALLY WITH MY HOST FAMILIES, I AM PHYSICALLY
AND EMOTIONALLY DRAINED BY THE TIME I RETURN TO
G UATEMALA. Despite all the time I have spent in the region over

the years, the poverty I have encountered during the past two weeks
is affecting me. The scale of the social crisis, more apparent to me
now than it ever has been, is accumulating in my consciousness.
What level of desperation would have that man in Nicaragua standing
in the middle of the highway with his pants at his ankles? Or what
about the man in Honduras, passed out on the side of the road with
an arm and a leg lying in traffic? Such scenes of human misery
leave me feeling helpless, wondering if my pursuit of higher education
and my life's goal of being a professor are really worth anything.
The five border crossings these past two weeks have taken
i heir tol l , and I have lost count of the number of times I have been

technicality, l ike the fact that South Carolina does not distribute
front license plates. On four occasions I have had to talk my way
out of a delay of many hours - or even days. If one of these
officers had decided to make things really difficult, he would have
had every right to confiscate my car.
Similarly affecti ng is the chaos on the roads. Little more than
luck has kept me out of a serious accident, and each near miss
has instilled a sense of anxiety that seems to be accumulating
rather than diminishing over time.
By the time I return to Antigua and settle back in with the same
family as before, 1 realize I need to decompress. The family consists
of a husband, wife and three daughters - 1 1 , 7 and 3. The
household is a welcome bundle of youthful energy and impish
behavior combined with long and rewarding d i nner-table
conversations.
THE LAST TWO WEEKS HAVE ME SIMULTANEOUSLY
WANTING TO RETURN HOME AND REMAIN HERE, AND
I KNOW THAT NEITHER OPTION CONTAINS THE FULL
RESOLUTION OF THE OTHER. Therein rests my dilemma. When

1 am here I am thankful for my home in the United States, and when
1 am there I pine for the opportunity to return here. Paradox,

contradiction and irony . . . I can't seem to escape them.
I realize these are the same themes I try to impress upon

students in my classes on Latin
America: the contrasting
extremes of wealth and poverty;
the human potential for inno
vation amidst seemingly insur
mountable obstacles; and the
interdependence between our
wealth at home and the poverty
here. It is this sense of ambi
guity that most American
travelers/reporters missed in
their rush to judgment. I have
come to embrace this ambiguity
as healthy. It allows us to
understand that making the
United States right does not
make Latin America wrong,
and making Latin America
right does not make the United
States wrong.
But if past travelers/
reporters failed to appreciate
this, I can hardly blame them. After all, they didn't have the ironic
fortune of road signs telling them to obey the signs.
The author, who holds a Ph. D. from the University of California
Santa Barbara, has taught history at Furman since 1 998.

stopped at military and police checkpoints. Although I am relieved
by their presence and their attempt to reduce crime, I am beginning
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